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Todayâ€™s business enterprises have a global perspective and are striving to efficiently manage the
exploding corporate data. Time is the most crucial factor in E-business world. Therefore, fast data
access is critically essential for improved business response time, but online database can be
subject to viruses and hackers. Your off-line data can also be unintentionally tampered by your IT
staff like over-writings, erasures etc. So, secure your business continuity by backing up the data.

HP Hewlett-Packard is a highly popular brand in backup storage industry and has the richest
portfolio of world-class solutions. HP focuses on the evolving customer needs and offers multiple
data security solutions for demanding data centers.

For small to medium sized companies, HPâ€™s Digital Data Storage (DDS) is the ideal tape-based
system. It continues to be the foremost tape media technology for the past 20 years. The multiple
generations (DDS-1 to DAT-320) provide a perfect match to the various backup and budget needs.
The drives are available with the leading SAS, SCSI and the plug-and-play USB interfaces. The
SMBs can economically deal with their long term storage requirements and address the future
needs as well. The HP DDS generations are backward compatible, so the value-conscious
customers can confidently install this state-of-the-art HP DDS system. Part numbers of HPâ€™s DDS-1
up to the latest DAT320 tapes are C5706A, C5707A, C5708A, C5718A, C8010A, C8011A and
Q2032A. So the businesses can flexibly choose the media storage capacity that ranges from 2.6 GB
to 320 GB (compressed).

HP has also engineered a disk based system that delivers the works excellently and deliver the
exceptional durability of a tape storage system. This innovative technology is RDX disk format. It
comes with a super fast dock station and a wide range of RDX disks that store 160 GB to 1.0
terabyte data. Large volumes of data can be reliably written on these durable RDX disks at a fast
rate of 108GB/hr. Biggest advantage of this HP RDX system is the safe offsite media storage. The
disk cartridges are durable, in-expensive and highly resistant to harsh conditions. Data can be
conveniently dragged and dropped from host system to RDX disk cartridge and vice versa. Another
simple method of copy/paste can also be used, thus providing IT managers unmatched storage
efficiency.

Another high performance tape solution, LTO (Linear Tape Open), is available from HP that allows
seamless interchange of LTO tapes between different LTO drive brands. It is well-suited to many
small, midrange and large enterprises. The five LTO generations satisfy your budget needs and
offer exceptional media choice. LTO1 tape media system offers 100GB/200GB capacity, and that of
the newest LTO5 tape reaches 1.5TB/3TB. This intelligent solution can help overcome infrastructure
complexity and delivers the most robust security. 256 bit encryption is the core functionality of all
LTO4 and LTO 5 drives. So the data can be secured without any complex and expensive software.
Data cannot be altered when you backup data on LTO WORM (write once, read many) tapes.
These tapes help protect against malicious corruption and allow long term archiving.
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